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Abstract

reaching it. This has the advantage that the algorithm does
not necessarily need to consider all possible contingencies
and can thus scale up to large state spaces.
An important desired property for the original algorithm
is that it generates strong solutions, i.e., solutions that are
guaranteed to achieve the goal in spite of nondeterminism
and partial observability. In an interleaving framework, it is
in general impossible to guarantee that a goal state will be
reached, since execution can get trapped in a dead-end situation, from which there is no plan exists (anymore) that is
guaranteed to reach the goal. However, the embedded algorithm guarantees that the planning/execution loop terminates
either by reaching the goal, or by reaching a state where
there is no chance to find a strong plan, ensured to reach the
goal1 . Moreover, thanks to this property, the embedded algorithm is guaranteed to reach the goal in safely explorable
domains, i.e., domains where execution cannot get trapped
in situations where no strong plan to the goal exists anymore.
We implement the algorithms for interleaving planning
and execution, and experiment in the robot maze domain
(Koenig 2001) augmented with uncertainty in actuators. We
compare the new planner with a state-of-the-art off-line
planner based on symbolic model checking, MBP (Bertoli
et al. 2001b; 2001a). The experimental results show that the
new planner can scale up to much harder problems than the
off-line technique.
The paper is organized as follows. We provide first some
intuitions on the problem of planning with nondeterminism and partial observability through an example (Section
). We then formalize the algorithm for interleaving planning
and execution and discuss the embedded planning algorithm
(Section ). We finally describe the experimental results (Section ) and discuss some related work.

Interleaving planning and execution is the practical alternative to the problem of planning off-line with large state
spaces. While planning via symbolic model checking has
been extensively studied for off-line planning, no framework
for interleaving it with execution has been ever devised. In
this paper, we extend planning via symbolic model checking
with the ability of interleaving planning and execution in the
case of nondeterministic domains and partial observability,
one of the most challenging and complex planning problems.
We build a planning algorithm such that the interleaving of
planning and execution is guaranteed to terminate, either because the goal is achieved, or since there is no longer chance
to find a plan leading to the goal. We experiment with the
planner and show that it can solve planning problems that
cannot be tackled by the off-line symbolic model checking
techniques.

Introduction
Recent research in planning addresses the problem of dealing with nondeterministic domains and partial observability,
see, e.g., (Kabanza et al. 1997; Weld et al. 1998; Bertoli
et al. 2001b; Rintanen 1999; Bonet and Geffner 2000;
Jensen et al. 2001). Planning via symbolic model checking has been recently shown to be a promising approach that
can tackle some problems that have never been solved before (Bertoli et al. 2001b; 2001a; Rintanen 2002). However, building plans purely off-line still remains unfeasible
in most realistic applications, because of the complexity due
to nondeterminism and partial observability. Methods that
interleave planning and execution, see, e.g., (Koenig and
Simmons 1998; Koenig 2001) are the practical alternative
to the problem of planning off-line with large state spaces.
In this paper, we extend the framework of “planning via
symbolic model checking” with the ability of interleaving
planning and execution in the case of nondeterministic domains and partial observability. We define an architecture
for interleaving plan generation and plan execution, where
a planner generates conditional plans that branch over observations, and a controller executes actions in the plan and
monitors observations to decide which branch has to be executed.
We propose a top-level algorithm for interleaving planning and execution that exploits the same data structures
used in off-line planning via symbolic model checking
(Bertoli et al. 2001b; 2001a) to generate plans, to execute
them and to monitor their execution. Within this framework,
we propose a novel “embedded” algorithm for plan generation that is based on the state-of-the-art off-line planning algorithm presented in (Bertoli et al. 2001a). At each plan
generation step, the embedded algorithm generates plans
that make a progress toward the goal without necessarily

Planning with Nondeterminism and Partial
Observability
As a reference example, consider the simple robot navigation domain in Figure 1, in the upper left corner, consisting of a 2x2 room with an extra wall. The robot can move
in the four directions, provided that there is not a wall in
the direction of motion. The action is not applicable, otherwise. At each time tick, the information of walls proximity
in each direction is available to the robot. When planning
under partial observability, we have to deal with conditions
of uncertainty, i.e. belief states. A belief state is a collection
of all the states of the world that are compatible with the
1
Notice that considering weak plans, that may not reach the
goal, would remove the guarantee of termination. Nondeterministic behaviors of the domain might in fact cause endless planning/execution loops where weak plans always exist, and everytime
fail to reach the goal.
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Figure 1: A simple robot navigation domain

 I  S is the set of initial states; we require I 6= ;.
 T : S  A ! P (S ) is the transition function; it associates to each current state s and to each action a the set
T (s; a)  S of next states.
 X : S ! P (O) is the observation function; it associates
to each state s the set of possible observations X (s)  O.
Action a is executable in state s if T (s; a) =
6 ;; it is executable in a set of states b iff it is executable in every state
s 2 b. We require that in each state s 2 S there is some
executable action. We also require that some observation is
associated to each state s 2 S , that is, X (s) =
6 ;.

initial knowledge and the information acquired through observation. The initial belief state in Figure 1 is fNW; SW g;
our goal is to reach the condition fSW g. Actions transform
belief states into new belief states, and observations identify
subsets of the current belief state. In the example, the actions
are GoNorth, GoSouth, GoWest and GoEast, and are
deterministic, with the exception of moving GoSouth from
fNE g, which may cause the robot to slip in one of two
states. Observation variables are WallN, WallS, WallW
and WallE.
The search space can be seen as an and-or graph, recursively constructed from the initial belief state, expanding
each encountered belief state by every possible combination
of applicable actions and observations. The graph is possibly cyclic; in order to rule out cyclic behaviors, however, its
exploration – at planning time – can be limited to the acyclic
prefix of the graph. Figure 1 depicts a portion of the finite
prefix of the search space for the described problem. The
prefix is constructed by expanding each node in all possible
ways, each represented by an outgoing arc. Single-outcome
arcs correspond to simple actions (action execution is deterministic in belief space). For instance, N4 expands into N7
by the action GoSouth. Multiple outcome arcs correspond
to observations. For instance, node N2 results in nodes N4
and N5, corresponding to the observation of WallN.
More formally, a partially observable nondeterministic
planning domain is defined in terms of its states, of the actions it accepts, and of the possible observations that the
domain can exhibit. Some of the states are marked as initial.
A transition function describes how (the execution of) an action leads from one state to possibly many different states.
Finally, an observation function defines what observations
are associated to each state.

We can have uncertainty in the initial states and in the outcome of action execution. Also, since the observation associated to a given state is not unique, it is possible to model
noisy sensing and lack of information.
In the domain of figure 1, the actions are GoNorth,
GoSouth, GoWest and GoEast. We have four states, corresponding to the four positions of the robot in the room. It
is in general possible to present the state space by means
of state variables. Each (atomic) state is associated with a
truth assignment to the state variables. In the example, the
state variables might be E and S. In state NW they would
be both associated with a false value (?), while in SE they
would be associated with >. We have 16 observations, each
corresponding to one of the possible configurations of walls
around the robot. Again, the space of observation can be
conveniently presented by means of observations variables,
(e.g. WallN, WallS, WallW and WallE). Each observation associates a truth value to each observation variable. In
the following, we will assume a variable-based presentation
for S and O, writing o to represents an observation variable.
We define Xo [>℄ to denote the set of states that are compatible with a > assignment to the observation variable o; X o [?℄
is interpreted similarly. In partially observable domains, we
consider plans that branch on the value of observable variables.

Definition 1 A nondeterministic planning domain with partial observability is a tuple D = hS ; A; O; I ; T ; Xi, where:
 S is the set of states.
 A is the set of actions.
 O is the set of observations.

Definition 2 ((Conditional) Plan) A plan for a domain
2
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E XECUTEM ONITORING(bs,  )
1 M ARK N ODE A S E XECUTED(bs);
2 if ( = )
3
return bs;
4 if ( = ;  0 )
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ACTUATE( );
newbs := exe ( ; bs);
6
7
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Figure 2: The algorithm for Execution and Monitoring
it relies on alternatively invoking a planner P ROGRESSIVE P LAN to build a plan, and a monitored executor E XECUTE M ONITORING that both executes it over the domain, and
reports the new belief resulting from execution. It is easy to
show that the top level stops either when the planner returns
failure, or when a belief b is reached such that the goal is
known to be reached (that is , b  G). The properties of
the top level depends on those of the planner and monitored
executor, which we discuss in turn.

For instance, if WallN then GoSouth else GoWest corresponds to the plan “if you see a wall north, then move south,
otherwise move west”.
A plan is executable starting from a set of states b if b is
empty, or:

  = , or b is empty, or
  = a; 1 , aSis executable on b, and  1 is executable on
exe (a,b) = t2b T (t; a)
  = if o then 1 else 2 , and the plans 1 , 2 are
executable over b \ X o [>℄ and b \ Xo [?℄ respectively.
Intuitively, given a domain D, a set of initial states I and
a set of goal states G in S , a plan  is a strong solution
for the planning problem hD; I; Gi iff it is executable on I ,
and every execution on the states of I results in
(Bertoli et al. 2001b).

\ Xo[>℄,1 );
\ Xo[?℄,2 );

Execution and Monitoring
Execution and monitoring can be described in terms of runs,
i.e., in terms of sequences of belief states generated along the
execution. Given an initial belief state b 0 , a plan can generate a set of possible runs, i.e., sequences of belief states, due
to nondeterminism and noisy sensing.

G; see e.g.

Definition 3 (Runs of a plan) Let  be a plan for a domain
D. The set of runs of  from an initial belief state b 0  S is
inductively defined as follows.
 If  is , then b0 is a run of  from b0 .
 If  is a; 1 , then the sequence b0 ; r is a run of  from b0 ,
where r is a run of 1 from fs : s 2 T (s0 ; a) and s0 2 b0 g.
 If  is if o then 1 else 2 , then the sequences b0 ; r1 and
b0; r2 are runs of  from b0, where r1 is a run of 1 from
b0 \ Xo [>℄, and r2 is a run of 2 from b0 \ Xo [?℄.

Interleaving Planning and Execution
Rather than searching the huge and-or graph of belief states
off-line, we propose a framework where a planner searches
the graph partially, and a controller executes the partial plan
and monitors the current state of the domain, then the process is iterated until the goal is hopefully reached.

The Top Level

For the top level to be sound, the monitoring executor
must guarantee that, for each run r = b 0 ; : : : ; bn of the plan,
it returns a belief state b  bn . An executor that guarantees this property is presented in Fig.2. The executor E X ECUTE M ONITORING recursively applies the plan actions to
the domain, via ACTUATE. The plan execution is driven by
the observations in the plan: it branches over the actual observation values, retrieved from the domain via C URRENTVALUE. Parallel to this, E XECUTE M ONITORING exploits
the domain model, namely X and exe (where exe (a,b) =
t2b T (t; a)), to have the initial belief progress consistently
with the execution. Each belief state traversed during the
monitored execution is marked as traversed via M ARKNODE A S E XECUTED.

The top level algorithm for embedded planning P LAN E X EC M ONITOR is the following:
P LAN E XECM ONITOR(bs, G)
1 if (bs G)
2
return Su ess;
3  := P ROGRESSIVE P LAN(bs, G);
4 if ( = F ailure)
5
return F ailure;
6 else
7
newbs := E XECUTEM ONITORING(bs, );
8
P LAN E XECM ONITOR(newbs, G);



S

The top level is first invoked by passing to it the set I of possible initial states, and the set of goal states G. We assume
the domain representation to be globally available to its subroutines. The P LAN E XEC M ONITOR routine provides a simple recursive implementation of a reactive planning loop;

Strong Progressive Planning
In order to guarantee the termination of the top level, the
planner must be progressive, i.e. the plans it produces must
3

P ROGRESSIVE P LAN(I , G)
1 graph := M K I NITIAL G RAPH(I , G);
2 while ( IS S UCCESS(GET ROOT(graph))
3
IS E MPTY F RONTIER(graph)
4
(IS P ROGRESS(GET ROOT(graph))
5
T ERMINATION C RITERIA(graph)))
node := E XTRACT NODE FROM F RONTIER(graph);
6
7
if (S UCCESS P OOLY IELDS S UCCESS(node, graph))
8
M ARK N ODEA S S UCCESS(node);
9
N ODE SETP LAN(node,R ETRIEVE P LAN(node, graph));
10
P ROPAGATES UCCESS O N TREE(node,graph);
11
P ROPAGATES UCCESS O N EQ C LASS(node,graph);
12
else
13
orexp := E XPANDN ODE WITH ACTIONS(node);
14
andexp := E XPAND N ODE WITH O BSERVATIONS(node);
15
E XTEND G RAPHO R(orexp, node, graph);
16
E XTEND G RAPHA ND(andexp, node, graph);
17
if (S ONS Y IELD S UCCESS(node))
18
M ARK N ODEA S S UCCESS(node);
19
N ODE SET PLAN(node,B UILD PLAN(node));
20
P ROPAGATES UCCESS O N TREE(node, graph);
21
P ROPAGATES UCCESS O N EQ C LASS(node, graph);
22
if ( IS E XECUTED(node) IS S UCCESS(node)
23
M ARK N ODEA S P ROGRESS(node, graph);
24
P ROPAGATEP ROGRESS ON T REE(node, graph);
25
P ROPAGATEP ROGRESS ON E Q C LASS(node, graph);
26 end while
27 if (IS S UCCESS(GET ROOT(graph)))
28
return E XTRACTS UCCESS P LAN(graph);
29 if (IS P ROGRESS(GET ROOT(graph))
30
return E XTRACTP ROGRESSING P LAN(graph);
31 return F ailure;

:
:
:

:

^

The core of the algorithm consists of a search loop (lines 226), iteratively selecting and expanding a node in the graph,
previously initialized by constructing its root, corresponding
to I , and the success pool fGg (line 1). The loop terminates
either when (a) the root of the graph is signaled as a success
node, (b) the graph frontier is empty, or (c) a progressing
plan has been found and an arbitrary termination criterion
holds true (lines 2-5). Case (a) takes place when a strong
plan is found; case (b) corresponds to the failure of the planner, and case (c) realizes progressing replanning.
Inside the loop, first a node is extracted from the frontier (line 6). The E XTRACT N ODE F ROM F RONTIER primitive embodies the selection criterion and is responsible, together with the termination criterion, for the style (and the
effectiveness) of the search being carried out. Then, at line
7, we check, via the primitive S UCCESS P OOLY IELDS S UC CESS , whether there is a node n su in the success pool such
that b(node)  b(nsu ). If so, the algorithm takes care of
the newly solved node. In particular, b(node) is marked as
success, and inserted in the success pool (M ARKN ODE A S S UCCESS, line 8). Then, at line 9, node is associated with
the plan that has been previously computed for n su . (As
a consequence, the plan constructed is in fact a DAG rather
than a tree.) At line 10, the P ROPAGATE S UCCESS O N T REE
primitive propagates success bottom-up as follows. If node
is the result of an action expansion, the father node n f is
marked as success, and the open descendants of n f are removed from the frontier, since their expansion is no longer
necessary. If node is the result of an observation, the above
process is carried out only if all the brothers of node are already marked as success. In this case, n f is associated with
a conditional plan. If n f is marked as success, bottom-up
success propagation process is iterated on n f . Bottom-up
propagation may reach the root, in which case the problem
is solved. At line 11, the primitive P ROPAGATE S UCCES S O N E Q C LASS triggers bottom-up success propagation for
each node in the equivalence class of node.
If the success of node is not entailed by the success pool,
then the expansion of node is attempted, computing the
nodes resulting from possible actions (line 13) and observations (line 14). The result of E XPAND N ODE W ITH ACTIONS
is the list of belief state-action pairs hexe ( ; b(node)) : i.
Similarly, E XPAND N ODE W ITH O BSERVATIONS returns a
list of observation results, each composed of an observation
mask, describing what variables are being observed, and a
list of pairs hbi : vi i, each associating a belief state b i to an
observation results vi 2 f>; ?g. The graph extension steps,
at lines 15-16, construct the nodes associated to the expansion, and add them to the graph, also doing the bookkeeping
operations needed to update the frontier and the links between nodes. Loops in the search are avoided, by checking
that an expanded node does not belong to the list of its ancestors.
Once expanding the graph is done, if it is possible to state
the success of node based on the status of the newly introduced sons (primitive S ONS Y IELD S UCCESS at line 17),
then the same operations at line 8-11 for success propagation are executed. The plan for node, in this case, is built by
B UILD P LAN, starting from the plans associated to the sons

^

^

_

Figure 3: The planning algorithm
be guaranteed to traverse at least one belief state that has not
been previously encountered during execution.
Definition 4 (Progressive Plan) Let r be a run b 1 ; : : : ; bn .
Let  be a plan for D. The plan  is progressive for the run
r iff, for any run r of  from bn , there is at least one belief
state in r that is not a belief state of r.
Figure 3 presents a progressive planning algorithm. It
takes as input the initial belief state and the goal belief
state, and proceeds by incrementally constructing a finite
acyclic prefix of the search space, implemented as a graph.
In the graph, each node n is associated with a belief state
b(n); a directed connection n 1 ! n2 between a node n1
and a node n 2 results either from an action
such that
Exe ( ; b(n1 )) = b(n2 ), or from an observation o such that
b(n1 ) \ Xo [v℄ = b(n2 ), with v = > or v = ?. In that case,
we call n1 the father of n2 and n2 the son of n1 ; we call
“brothers” all the nodes that result from the same observation expansion of the same node. The graph is annotated
with a frontier of the nodes that have not yet been expanded,
and with a success pool, containing the nodes for which a
strong plan has been found. In addition, the graph defines
equivalence classes for the nodes that share the same belief
state.
In order to guarantee that the produced plans are progressive, all the conjunctive branches in the search graph need to
be taken into account. The graph is therefore extended in order to maintain up-to-date information on progress of nodes.
4
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Figure 4: Search times and Plans for the Slippery Maze
of node. In order to guarantee progressiveness, at line 22,
we check if b(node) has already been visited at execution
time. If not (or if node is marked as successful), mark node
as a “progress” node (line 23). In that case, the progress
information is recursively propagated bottom-up on the tree
(P ROPAGATE P ROGRESS O N T REE, line 24): if the node is
the result of the application of an action, then its father is
marked as progress. If the node is the result of an observation, in order to propagate its progress backward it is necessary to check that all of its brothers are also marked as
progress nodes. Progress is also propagated on the equivalence classes, similar to what happens for the success (line
25).
Finally, when the loop is exited, either a strong plan has
been found, and is returned by E XTRACT S UCCESS P LAN;
or, a progressing plan exists in the graph, and is extracted
by E XTRACT P ROGRESSING P LAN; or, failure is returned.
While extracting the success plan is simple (it is associated
with I by the bottom-up propagation), the progressing plan
might not be unique: several such plans may exist. The
selection operated by E XTRACT P ROGRESSING P LAN may
affect the overall performance. Our implementation privileges, amongst progressing plans, the ones performing more
observations.

anymore (even if it existed at the start). However, notice
that for domains guaranteed to be “safely explorable” (see
(Koenig and Simmons 1998)), this can never be the case.

Experiments
We implemented a planner called SyPEM (Symbolic Planner with Execution and Monitoring – the name is fictitious name for the sake of blind review) based on the algorithm shown in Section . SyPEM uses symbolic data
structures based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs), similarly to planners such as MBP (Bertoli et al. 2001b) and
UMOP (Jensen et al. 2001). BDDs are extremely well
suited to represent and handle large sets of states, and provide highly efficient primitives for the key low-level state-set
operations in the algorithm. For our experiments, we considered a set of robot navigation problems in a maze, similar to
our reference example. The robot may start at any position
in the maze, and has to reach the top left corner. The robot
may move in the four directions, and is equipped with (reliable) wall-presence sensors in the four directions. The main
variation is that the robot may slip on the floor while trying to move, so that it stays in the same position. Slipping
can occur nondeterministiccally, at most once every N  5
moves. The problems always have a strong solution. However, finding a strong solutions offline is extremely complex,
even for small mazes (see (Tovey and Koenig 2000)). An algorithm looking for an offline solution has to face the combined effect of the initial uncertainty, and of the increased
uncertainty resulting from slipping, i.e. a very high branching rate in the search space. The belief states include not
only the possible robot positions, but also the hypothesis on
whether there is currently a chance of slipping on the floor.
We tested a set of domains and problems, comparing the
interleaved approach of SyPEM with the state of the art (offline) planner MBP. We ran MBP with all the available selection functions; we report the results obtained with the one
that provided the best results for the tackled problem. The
tests were run on a Pentium III, 700 MHz with 6GB RAM
running Linux. The memory limit was set to 512MB, and
CPU timeout was set at 1000 sec. For both systems, we collected information on performance and quality of the associated executions. Figure 4 reports the results. On the left, we

Discussion
The algorithm presented above is guaranteed to terminate,
based on the fact that the explored search space is finite.
It either returns a strong solution plan, a progressing plan
w.r.t. the current run for the top level, or failure. The planner is guaranteed to be progressive by the fact that the main
loop cannot exit before a progressing plan is found, unless
the whole reachable belief space has been searched, or success takes place. Notice that the termination criteria is inhibited if the progressiveness condition holds false. Also,
the planner is guaranteed not to terminate before the reachable belief space is exhausted, thus it will not return failure
for the planning problem corresponding to the current run,
unless no chance of producing a strong plan for the goal exists. Clearly, this is not enough to guarantee completeness of
the top level. This is due to the possibility of generating and
executing a series of progressing plans that lead the domain
in a situation where no strong plan to reach the goal exists
5

heuristic search on an explicit state representation. The domain for testing our approach is inspired by the work by
Koenig, which has been tested extensively in the problem
of robot navigation and localization. However, it should be
noticed that the experimental domain of Section is much
harder than the one used in (Koenig 2001), which assumes
that there is no uncertainty in actuation and sensing. It would
be interesting an in depth experimental comparison in different domains of the two different approaches.
Somehow related to our work, even if very different in
scope and objective, are all the works that propose architectures for interleaving planning and execution, reactive planning and continuous planning, see, e.g., (Myers
1998). Among them, CIRCA (Goldman et al. 1997; 1999;
2000) is an architecture for real-time planning and execution
where model checking with timed automata is used to verify
that generated plans meet timing constraints.

have running times. For MBP we only report planning times.
For SyPEM, running times include both planning and execution on a simulator. The information is statistical, since the
performance of the architecture may depend on the actual
behavior of the domain, i.e. on the actual initial state, and
on the outcomes of nondeterministic actions. For each problem instance 100 runs were generated, with initial states and
nondeterministic outcomes selected randomly. (Whenever
possible, we avoid runs from the same initial state.) For each
problem, we report the average runtimes, the standard deviation, and also the minimum and peak value. On the right
in Figure 4, we report information concerning the quality of
the plans (for MBP) and of the executions (for SyPEM). In
particular, we report the average number of actions in the
plans produced by MBP, and the average number of total
actions executed by SyPEM. For SyPEM, we also report
the average number of execution loops. Again, we report
max/min/standard deviation for the samples.
MBP is unable to solve the problem instances above 9x9.
Notice that, MBP is reported to scale up much better in the
deterministic version of the maze problem (see (Bertoli et al.
2001a)), dealing with mazes of 51x51 in less than a minute.
This confirms the intuition on the complexity of the problem. SyPEM, on the other hand, is able to deal with much
larger mazes, showing average times that increase smoothly
and are less than 40 seconds for mazes as large as 39x39.
The experimental evaluation is limited by the choice of
the test cases, and should be seen more as a proof of concept than a strong point in support of a scalability argument.
Still, we believe that the results are very promising: the interleaved approach by SyPEM scales up much better, and
is capable of efficiently dealing with very complex problem
instances, that cannot be dealt by the state-of-the art planner
MBP. Intuitively, this is an obvious consequence of the interleaving architecture exploiting the runtime-acquired knowledge to restrict and drive the search.
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